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Gardening with Heirloom Seeds

by Lynn Coulter

(Abe Books) Heirloom seeds are more than the promise of next summer's crookneck 

squash or jewel-colored zinnias. They're living antiques handed down from one 

generation to the next, a rich inheritance of flavor and beauty from long ago and, often, 

far away. They are sometimes better adapted  to pests and harsh conditions than many 

modern varieties and often simply smell or taste better. Gardening with Heirloom 

Seeds serves as a resource for gardeners, cooks, and plant lovers of all levels of 

expertise who want to know more about finding, sharing, propagating... 

Making More Plants

by Ken Druse

(Abe Books) For people who love gardens, propagation is gardening itself, the practice 

of growing whatever you want, whenever you want. Whether you crave healthy, 

vigorous plants, wish to grow new ones to share with friends, or hope to produce 

scores of them to fill your own beds and borders  -- for free -- Making More Plants will 

help fulfill your most vivid garden dreams. Ken Druse presents innovative, practical 

techniques for expanding any plant collection, with more than 500 full-color 

photographs.

Really Small Gardens: A 

Practical Guide to Gardening in 

a Truly Small Space

by Jill Billington

(Abe Books) This guide aims to address the real challenges and restrictions of 

making a successful garden in a really small space. Photographs - all of small 

gardens - show what can be achieved in restricted areas. Practical guidance on 

initial planning and choices, ways of exploiting the  space, and suggestions for 

evoking a particular atmosphere are included, as well as a directory of 150 key 

plants for some spaces.

Illustrated Guide to Gardening 

in Canada

by Carroll Calkins

(Amazon) This 640 page book is jam packed with drawings, and information about 

growing and sustaining plants in Canada. The book is laid out in sections such as Trees, 

Shrubs & Vines, Roses (they have their own section!), Perennials, Annuals and 

Biennials, Tubers, Irises, Rock Plants, lilies, Water Plants, Herbs, Soil, House Plants, 

Green House Gardening, etc. The book is not packed with colour photos but every tree, 

shrub or plant is detailed meticulously with black and white drawings. I've found the 

drawings sufficient to identify plants using the book.

The Ontario Gardener

by Trevor Cole

(Amazon) Author Trevor Cole, former curator of the Dominion Arboretum in Ottawa 

and veteran instructor of home landscaping courses, provides crucial information on 

hardiness (including a zone map), plant size, flowering time, and shade tolerance, while 

offering friendly and helpful advice based on nearly thirty five years of experience of 

gardening in Ontario. Information is presented in a clear and orderly manner, featuring 

illustrated instructions, garden plan layouts, suggested readings and 40 pages of colour 

photographs.

A Greener Thumb

by Mark Cullen

(Amazon) one of Canada's best-known gardeners demystifies the art of creating a 

garden--from laying out a landscaping plan in the spring to protecting plants from frost 

in the winter. Cullen has been talking to Canadian gardeners for years on radio and 

television call-in shows, not to mention on the floor of his family's Weall and Cullen 

nurseries. No surprise, then, that he understands how to give practical and easy-to-

follow advice, such as: "Roses don't like to get their leaves wet. Drops of water on the 

leaves can cause burning and lead to black spot disease." 

Canadian Garden Design

by Mark Cullen

(Abe Books) Designing your own garden is an exhilarating adventure in creative 

planning: starting with a vision and then expressing that vision with on-the-ground 

planting is one of the gardener's greatest joys. But translating dreams into reality can 

often seem a daunting task. How do you  accommodate trellises, decks and colour 

schemes, not to mention favourite plants, while making the best use of your outdoor 

space? How do you create breathtaking visual effects without spending a fortune? 

Canadian Garden Design  answers all these questions and more.

Rodale's Illustrated 

Encyclopedia: Gardening and 

Landscaping Techniques

by Barbara W. Ellis

(Abe Books) Clear, easy-to-follow, step-by-step directions for gardening 

techniques, tips, recipes, and projects cover all aspects of chemical-free 

gardening.
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550 Home Landscaping Ideas

by Catriona/Derek Erler/Fell

(Abe Books) Encompassing more than eighty design topics--including regional 

and international garden styles, color and plant themes, accents, and seasonal 

gardens--this inspirational sourcebook features 550 practical and creative 

landscaping ideas.

Gaining Ground, Dramatic 

Landscaping

by Maureen Gilmer

(Abe Books) Gardening guru Maureen Gilmer offers design ideas that translate 

well into any garden for every budget--even a postage-stamp backyard or 

terrace can become an urban oasis of water and color. Amazing before-and-

after shots prove that garden fantasies can--and have--become reality.

Landscaping with Ornamental 

Grasses

by Fiona Gilsenan

(Abe Books) a complete design and reference book that explores the history of grasses 

in their natural settings, and describes how to integrate them in a variety of climatic 

situations shady woodland to desert, Asian-style  gardens to naturalistic landscapes, 

family-friendly yards to small patios. Step-by-step directions, over 250 beautiful photos, 

ideas for stylish indoor container and craft projects, and retail and mail-order sources 

make this new edition a must for anyone passionate about expanding their gardening 

repertoire. 

Seasons of my Garden

by Marjorie Harris

(marjorieHarris.com) How to make a garden on a difficult site. Here is Harris’s own 

garden in all four seasons. She shows how she did it, so can you. Under a weeping will, 

a site full of roots from other people’s tree (including the neighbor’s weeping willow), 

spring flood, summer drought. The photographs by Andreas Trauttmansdorff are 

dazzling. But this is way beyond a coffee table book, it’s practical. New gardeners will 

find the style comforting and helpful, experienced gardeners will get inspiration for new 

plant combinations.

The Canadian Gardener

by Marjorie Harris

(MarjorieHarris.com) With over 200 pages of stunning, full-colour 

photographs, as well as special sections on Canadian hardiness zones, planting 

tips, garden types and scores of suggestions and solutions, The Canadian 

Gardener is your special guide to the garden you’ve always wanted.

101 Townhouse Garden 

Designs

by Joel M. Lerner

(Google) Suggests designs suitable for vegetable or flower gardens, sunning, 

pets, children, storage, privacy, entertaining, hot tubs, and pools, and lists 

useful plants.

The Complete Guide to using 

Colour in your Garden

by David Squire

(Abe Books) This is an informative and practical book packed with advice on 

growing more than 500 varieties of garden plants arranged according to color. 

Detailed growing instructions accompany each plant including vital 

information on cultivation, propagation, height and spread. 16 beautifully 

illustrated garden plans show to mix and match plants to create a beautiful 

color scheme in your garden.

Martha Stewart's Gardening 

Month by Month

by Martha Stewart

(Martha Moments Blogspot) Gardening Month by Month is the quintessential Martha 

Stewart book: a large, coffee-table sized format with full-colour imagery of the grounds 

at Turkey Hill. There are recipes and illustrated instructions, as well as informative how-

tos that are humanized by Martha's personal garden journal entries. Already, Martha's 

lifestyle concept of incorporating several areas of content (cooking, decorating, 

gardening, crafting) into one beautifully-written, gorgeously-illustrated volume was 

apparent. 
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